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GO 
OUTSIDE!

It Will Be Worth It

You were made to be outside. To explore vast landscapes. To feel the 

wind in your hair, and cold water rushing by your toes. Your body 

wasn’t designed to wander shopping malls and sit behind that stupid 

desk. So why aren’t you using your body as it was intended?

I grew up outdoors, but most people didn’t. They have legitimate 

fears and reasons for not going outside. They are afraid of bugs, and 

big man eating animals. They have seen what happens in the woods 

in horror movies. They don’t want to get dirty. The main reason they 

don’t go outside however isn’t fear, it is a lack of knowledge. 

That is where I come in. I want to connect you to nature and prepare 

you to spend some extra time outdoors.

© Bear Gallagher Cole, Wild West Explorer
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“I’m an introvert... I love being by myself, love being outdoors, 
love taking a long walk with my dogs and looking at the trees, 
flowers, the sky.” ~ Audrey Hepburn

Think of a beach. Sun on your face as you lie on a towel. You get up to 

spend some time out swimming in the waves. You swim back to shore 

and explore up the beach a bit to a tide pool. You spend an hour or so 

catching crabs and amazing little sea creatures that hide between the 

crevices and rocks. 

Think of a trail. It meanders gently through pine and aspen trees. The 

shade of the trees changes the atmosphere as blue jays sing and the 

breeze causes the tree branches to dance overhead. You stop for a mo-

ment to chew on some beef jerky, and take a gulp of water. You lie 

down on a soft tuft of grass and stare up at the sky as clouds pass by 

slowly.

If these experiences sound amazing to you keep reading. If they sound 

boring and aren’t your cup of tea, well you should still keep reading 

any way. 

The coolest thing about these trips outside to the beach and into the 

woods is that they have some benefits in common. Just by going out-

side regularly you are improving your health and lessening the load 

of stress on your body. I will explain how this works later. If you think 

about both experiences they shared another activity that is extremely 

good for your health, ACTIVITY!

Going outside is often great exercise and improves your health with-

out you even noticing it. 

You may or may not know about the health advantages to Going Out-

side. We will learn more about them and/or refresh your memory. 

Going Outside can be dangerous though. People aren’t wrong to be 

scared of many outdoor activities. In this Wild West Explorer eBook 

Bear Gallagher Cole is going to give you some basic tips that make 

sure that when you do “Go Outside” you are safe and prepared. 

The amazing thing is that by reading this eBook you are going to get 

an intimate look at my philosophies on exploring, hiking, camping, 

survival, and fitness completely for free. Some of this material is di-

rectly from my training courses, which are not free.

I hope that this eBook will introduce you to my training style and influ-

ence you to search out more training and information.

 The only mission I have is to motivate you to spend more time out-

doors, safely, and enjoy the beauty of being in nature. 

“One of the most tragic things I know about human nature is 
that all of us tend to put off living. We are all dreaming of some 
magical rose garden over the horizon instead of enjoying the 
roses that are blooming outside our windows today.” 
~ Dale Carnegie 
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A LITTLE 
ABOUT ME

The Wild West Explorer

Here is one of my favorite quotes,

“I took a walk in the woods and came out taller than the trees.” 
~ Henry David Thoreau

My name is Bear Gallagher Cole. I was born & raised in The Grand 

Canyon National Park. I lived inside the park for just under 20 years. I 

made my first trip to Phantom Ranch at the bottom of the Grand Can-

yon when I was 6 weeks old. Since then I have been to the bottom over 

100 times. 

I rode down the amazing white water rapids of the Colorado River for 

the first time when I was 12 years old. I rode Lee’s Ferry all the way 

through the entire canyon, and loved every second. 

As an athlete I had the honor of representing the United States as an 

international soccer player in Brazil and Australia, and was a member 
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desk job was great in my early thirties. However, I always knew there 

was something missing. 

I would stack up vacation time like a valuable commodity.  Every 

chance I had I would be out camping, hiking, and exploring with my 

family. I always had an amazing connection with the outdoors and na-

ture, and it was just suddenly gone. The time I did have outside just 

wasn’t enough.

A hike here and there just doesn’t scratch the itch when you grew up 

in the outdoors and in a National Park like I did.

I left my job and all of it behind and moved to Flagstaff Arizona. Flag-

staff is very close to The Grand Canyon National Park where I grew up. 

Back in the day Flagstaff was the closest place for us to shop, play soc-

cer, and do anything not for tourists. 

Flagstaff is also an amazing place for me to setup shop because it 

allows me to reach so many amazing outdoor destinations quickly. 

Within half a day drive I can be in The Grand Canyon, The San Fran-

cisco Peaks, Sedona, Zion National Park, Lake Powell, Canyonlands, 

Moab, Durango, or the low deserts of Arizona. 

A perfect place to live when you have the goals I do. My goals are to 

explore as much as possible, go outside, and motivate others to do 

the same. 

As the Wild West Explorer I get to combine my knowledge of hiking, 

camping, survivalism, fitness, and gear all into an amazing collection 

of the Olympic Development team. I placed All State in 3 sports in High 

School. 

I have back packed vast wilderness, paddled white water rivers, 

camped in the back country, and had hundreds of memorable out-

door experiences. 

I am Wilderness First Responder certified, and a certified ACE personal 

trainer with a specialty in Functional Fitness. I also have degrees in 

Web and Graphic Design and Audio Engineering. 

It may seem like a strange list of skills, but at WildWestExplorer.com 

you can see how I make them all work together, and how important 

every skill is.

After High School I had a mission to live a life I hadn’t had as a child.  

See what it was like in the real world.  I was privileged to receive a 

Full Ride Academic and Leadership Scholarship to Arizona University 

in Tempe Arizona. I packed up my hiking boots and headed to the big 

city to see what it was all about.

Instead of hiking and exploring, I became a Professional Club DJ and 

Musician. I toured the United States in my own bands and playing my 

own solo music. I also got to work as an Audio Crew Member and Engi-

neer for bands like The Rolling Stones, Kanye West, Taylor Swift, DMX, 

Bone Thugs & Harmony, Megadeth, Keith Urban, and much more. I 

transitioned into a successful career in Internet Technology working 

as a Supervisor and team leader for a world renowned Tech Company. 

Here is the catch – The Music Business was fun in my early twenties. A 

https://WildWestExplorer.com
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of knowledge, photos, videos, and writing that can help you enjoy the 

outdoors just like me. 

All you have to do is read this eBook, check out the information on my 

site www.wildwestexplorer.com and sign-up for the newsletter if you 

haven’t already. Do these things, and prepare to explore, and all that 

is left is the easy part. 

Get off your ass, Go Outside, and Explore!

“The Southwest is a land where Saguaro Cactus and Old Growth 
Pine forests rub shoulders, and the skies change from the bluest 
blue to heavenly glowing neon twice every day.” 
~ Bear Gallagher Cole

© Bear Gallagher Cole, Wild West Explorer
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If you don’t spend much time outdoors, these are just some of the 

amazing activities you are missing out on. 

You can dig a hole or pee on a tree, I don’t care. Just Go Outside!

Maybe you love to Mountain Bike, or used to camp every summer with 

your family. Your new work schedule and responsibilities have caught 

up to you, and you just never find the time.

My advice is, find the time! 

Turn off your TV, check Facebook less, set aside 30 minutes for a walk, 

and Get Outside!

Another great way to get some time outdoors is Yard Work or Garden-

ing.

The amount of activities and experiences availble in outdoor recre-

ation are endless. Take up a new outdoor activity right now!

If you don’t think you are ready, or just want some advice, I am always 

available for you to contact. 

Email info@wildwestexplorer.com and ask your questions, I will al-

ways respond as quickly as possible. 

Don’t forget, I am often out exploring, so if I don’t respond right away 

don’t be discouraged. I get back to you as soon as I make it back to 

civilization.

STUFF YOU 
CAN DO 
OUTSIDE

• Hike

• Fish

• Mountain Bike

• Trail Run

• Spelunk or Cave Dive

• Hunt

• Kayak

• Workout

• Sled

• View Wildlife

• Lake Boating

• Camp

• Survivalism

• Drive

• Swim

• Rock Climb

• Photography

• Visit Ruins

• Ski

• Relax

mailto:info%40wildwestexplorer.com?subject=
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BENEFITS 
OF GOING 
OUTSIDE

Research Shows

So this eBook is called Go Outside! The exclamation point is there 

quite purposefully. You are missing out on so much by not simply Go-

ing Outside.  Let’s take a look at some of the benefits of spending time 

outdoors.

Some of these studies are focused on spending time in nature away 

from urban areas. Good news for those of you living in cities is that 

most of these benefits can be seen even just taking a walk around the 

block or spending time at a park.

However, I do think it is vitally important to spend time in nature 

whenever possible. Get out of the city, away from buildings and ve-

hicles, and take some time to reconnect with nature whenever time 

permits.

© Bear Gallagher Cole, Wild West Explorer
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fordable option. 

Just because a trip outdoors is affordable, doesn’t mean it is any less 

memorable. 

Take lots of pictures, visit some gift shops, and look for fun or strange 

stops along the way.

I love to hunt and fish. A full license for the year is less than most peo-

ple spend on Starbucks annually.

I am all for having the right gear. Gear can keep you alive and safe. It 

can also improve how comfortable your adventure is greatly.

You don’t have to buy it all though! I always have to chuckle under my 

breath a bit when I see a whole family on a walk through the woods, 

dressed to the nines in moisture wicking space age REI fabrics, envi-

ronmentally friendly sun glasses, and bags fit for climbing Everest. 

If you have the funds, and spend that much time mountaineering, by 

all means gear up! However, I have my own school of thought, and a 

limited budget. It is fine to get some used trekking poles on craigslist 

if you need them. Unless you are back packing for days, your normal 

clothes, or basketball shorts will be fine on most hikes. The point I am 

making is going outdoors is affordable and shouldn’t break the bank. 

You don’t need all the fancy gadgets, but always spend some money 

on a good First Aid Kit!

All of the following benefits are based on scientific studies and re-

search.

1. Relieves Stress

2. Fresh Air

3. Age more Gracefully

4. More Vitamin D

5. Improved Eye Site

6. Improved Brain Function

7. Better Focus

8. Improved Sleep

9. Improved Attention Span

10. Boosts Serotonin

11. Makes Exercise Easier

12. Can Spur Weight Loss

13. Improves Positive Mood

I’m not making this stuff up. Check out this article for information on 

the studies. Not a fan of that source just do a search online, and you 

will find plenty of information pointing to these studies, research, and 

benefits.

“I go to nature to be soothed and healed, and to have my senses 
put in order.” ~ John Burroughs 

Another huge advantage to going outside is it is free! Even to visit a 

park or camp the fees are always extremely minimal. Planning a week-

end or a vacation exploring outdoors is almost always the most af-

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/06/22/how-the-outdoors-make-you_n_5508964.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/06/22/how-the-outdoors-make-you_n_5508964.html
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POLLUTION
It is Poison

What do you think of when you think of pollution? I think of low hang-

ing brown tinged clouds blurring the horizon as I drive into Los Ange-

les. A drive I have made many times. 

You most likely think of something similar. A huge cloud of pollution 

spanning miles and encompassing entire cities and suburban areas. 

Good thing you live in the country right?!

Well, what if I told you scientists have found that indoor pollutants are 

much more prevalent and dangerous. You don’t have to live in Los An-

geles, Hong Kong, or New York to suffer from pollution related health 

defects. 

Indoor Pollutants are 25-62% greater than outside levels on average. 

Some studies show that indoor pollutants are normally 2 to 5 times 

higher than pollutants outdoors. They also show in some cases they 

© Bear Gallagher Cole, Wild West Explorer
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are up to 100 times higher.

There are many things that lead to these high indoor pollutants. 

Cleaning products, air conditioning and heat, and building products. 

You probably don’t have control over these factors most of the places 

you spend time indoors, so the best idea is to spend time Outside! If 

possible out in the wild, away from many of the outdoor pollutants as 

well. 

© Bear Gallagher Cole, Wild West Explorer
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Even a short walk in the woods is basically a hike. 

Sometimes there is nothing better than a walk out in nature to de-

stress and get your mind back on track. 

Wherever you live there will be places to hike. Even Hollywood has 

some amazing trails. Make sure you look up your route in advance, let 

someone know where you are going, and plan.

That takes us to the safety part of hiking. 

Here are some hiking safety tips. 

1. Always hike with someone else if you can.

2. If you have to hike by yourself, let someone know where you           

are going, and when you should be back. 

3. Wear appropriate shoes! Hiking boots are best!

4. Pre-plan your route and bring a map and GPS with you. 

5. Bring plenty of Water!

6. If you are hiking in cold temperatures do not wear cotton 

clothing! Wear moisture wicking fabrics.

7. If you are hiking in hot weather a cotton shirt might not be the 

worst idea. Cotton holds moisture and will keep your sweat closer to 

your body to keep you cool.

HIKING
“In every walk with nature, one receives far more than he 

seeks” 

~ John Muir

Let’s take a look at one very common outside activity, hiking. Hiking 

is not only great exercise, it is an amazing stress reliever, and can take 

you to places few people will ever see. 

There are different types of hikers. Some people hike just for exercise. 

You have seen these guys and gals jogging up the steepest trail they 

can find  sweating water falls from their brow. 

Some people hike just for the view. You have seen these hikers with 

their camera gear in tow. They often hike at a snail’s pace and just take 

it all in. 

Other hikers do it for the challenge and the adventure. These are 

the hikers you see trekking across entire states, climbing the highest 

peaks, and voyaging the deepest canyons. 

The great news is that no matter how you choose to hike, you will have 

to Go Outside. I find that I hike like all of the hikers above combined. 
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CAMPING
“I went camping in the Maasai Mara and we moved site every 
night. I had no idea how spectacular it would be, how removed 
from ordinary life, or how many animals we would see.” ~ Geor-
gina Chapman 

If you are always moving, you miss the tiny intricacies of the outdoors. 

Camping may be the best way to connect with the outdoors. Sleeping 

under the stars, touching the ground, and hearing the movement of 

the outdoors around you.

Camping is one of my favorite ways to spend a night, a weekend, or a 

vacation. My family learns how to work together and communicate as 

we load and unload the gear and set up camp. We have to work with 

nature. 

If it is raining, we have to re-plan or wait it out. This is a great way to 

humble yourself.

Also, removing yourself from all the amenities of home for a time is 

often freeing. You get down to worrying only about the important 

things in life. What you will eat, where you will sleep, and where you 

will poop. No need to worry yourself with high level thinking.

There are different ways to camp as well. My family prefers to camp as 

Junior officers like us hardly know one end of an ID card from an-
other, all we’ve got to do with you is keep an eye on you for ten hours a 
day and get paid for it.

That’s all we are.
Mind you, what we can do is make sure that the high officials we 

work for find out just what sort of person it is they’re going to arrest, and 
why he should be arrested, before they issue the warrant.

There’s no mistake there.
 Our authorities as far as I know, and I only know the lowest grades, 

don’t go out looking for guilt among the public; it’s the guilt that draws 
them out, like it says in the law, and they have to send us police officers 
out.

That’s the law. Where d’you think there’d be any mistake there?”
“I don’t know this law,” said K.
“So much the worse for you, then,” said the policeman.
“It’s probably exists only in your heads,” said K., he wanted, in some 

way, to insinuate his way into the thoughts of the policemen, to re-shape 
those thoughts to his benefit or to make himself at home there.

But the policeman just said dismissively, “You’ll find out when it af-
fects you.”

Franz joined in, and said, “Look at this, Willem, he admits he doesn’t 
know the law and at the same time insists he’s innocent.”

“You’re quite right, but we can’t get him to understand a thing,” said 
the other.

K. stopped talking with them; do I, he thought to himself, do I really                        

© Bear Gallagher Cole, Wild West Explorer
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Here are some Safety Tips for Camping.

1. Always check for dead fall trees and widow maker branches 

around your camp site.

2. Practice fire safety, which includes knowing the current fire 

regulations in your area, and putting out your fire properly!

3. Don’t leave food around your camp site.

4. Hang your trash high in a tree.

5. Let someone know where you are camping and when you 

should be back.

6. Check the Weather before you go!

7. Finally, a great tip, especially in the desert. Always check your 

boots before you put them back on. Spiders, Scorpions, and all 

kinds of pests love to shack up in shoes.

far from anyone else as possible. We also prefer to camp without too 

much gear. If you pack too much, you will spend your whole trip set-

ting it up and breaking it down, and not have time to enjoy.

It is amazing how long baby wipes and a little water can keep you from 

needing to take a full shower. 

This type of primitive camping is not for everyone, and that is abso-

lutely fine. 

You can also tent camp in a campground. This often involves a fee, but 

also means that you may have amenities like restrooms and showers 

close.  You will be surrounded by other campers, but some people re-

ally enjoy this type of commaradarie. 

You can also RV camp or Car camp, sleeping in your vehicle. There are 

too many ways to camp for me to explain here. 

The main reason for camping however is connecting with the environ-

ment. So whether you are sleeping in a hammock, on the ground, in 

a tent, or in a fully decked out RV make sure you get out and explore. 

Sit in the shade, walk around your camp, or explore the nearest creek. 
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OFF

ROADING
Many times when people think of Off Roading, they think of huge 4x4 

trucks climbing over boulders and up the slanted sides of mountains. 

That is one way to Off Road. It is also Fun! However, off road driving 

is not always an adrenaline sport. One of my family’s favorite ways to 

spend a Sunday is exploring dirt roads in our Jeep. We drive for hours 

through the forests and deserts and just get away from it all.

It is so relaxing in fact, my wife, son, and our two dogs often end up 

taking a nap as we drive. 

Mixing some dirt roads into your road trip is another amazing way to 

experience the outdoors. Drive for a bit, get out explore, drive a bit 

more, and do it again. 

I live in a perfect place for Off Road adventure. 5 minutes from my 

house in any direction and I can find a back road that leads to out-

doors sanctuary. Many of us don’t. Trust me, I lived in the heart of 

Phoenix Arizona for 15 years. Phoenix is a far reaching metropolis, and 

© Bear Gallagher Cole, Wild West Explorer
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it may seem you would never find outdoors solitude.

The great news is that isn’t true. Even in the heart of this city I was 

able to find nature and outdoors retreats. No matter where you live, I 

am sure if you look, you will find amazing ways to spend time outside.

“If you take any populated place - any major city in America - 
and drive 45 minutes from that spot directly out of town you’ll be 
in about as country a place as you’ll ever find.” ~ Bubba Sparxxx

You also don’t need an off road vehicle to experience amazing nature 

on a scenic drive. Take a look in your area, and find some amazing sce-

nic drives. Where I live, there is a great drive from Flagstaff to Payson 

on Lake Mary Road. Hundreds of miles of pine trees! Another great 

drive in Arizona is through Sedona and up towards Flagstaff through 

Oak Creek Canyon. 

Scenic drives are everywhere. Through the Rockies of Colorado. 

Through the Ozarks. Up the coast of California, Oregon, and Washing-

ton. No matter where you live. No matter the country. There will be a 

winding road that reminds you of the magnificence of nature. Make 

sure you get out of the car often, breath some fresh air, and maybe 

even walk along a path or trail for a time.

Safety Tips For Off Roading.

1. Always bring extra gas if possible.

2. Always bring a map. Remember your GPS may not work if you   

get far enough out.

3. Make sure you have a spare tire, a good jack, and that you 

know how to change a tire on your specific vehicle.

4. If your vehicle requires a special key to remove the tires, make 

sure you have it. 

5. Bring a tool box, and a good First Aid Kit.

6. Watch for Wildlife and Livestock as you drive.

7. Keep a safe speed, slow down before you go around sharp 

corners. 
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HUNTING & 
FISHING

I know there are plenty of schools of thought when it comes to Hunt-

ing and Fishing. Some people believe an animal should never be 

killed. This is their belief and I would never dismiss it. 

Let me tell you why I hunt and fish. If you take my training course 

“Becoming Primitive” you will see that I have coined my own term, 

“Complex Fragile Systems”. This is the entire basis of my Becoming 

Primitive course. 

Complex Fragile Systems are systems that are man-made and de-

signed, and to which almost all of us are reliant. They include

1. Electricity

2. Water and Plumbing

3. Groceries and Food Distribution

4. Internet & Technology 

5. Communications Infrastructure

6. Transportation

My Becoming Primitive training teaches you what to do if one of these 

systems goes out. I am just using this information to show you why I 

am very pro hunting and fishing. 

© Bear Gallagher Cole, Wild West Explorer
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In the event of any emergency that stopped trucks from bringing gro-

ceries to your local grocery store, it is shown that supplies would last 

an average of 3 days. So you would have 3 days to pick up all the veg-

gies and pitas you can!

Most veggies and pitas have a shelf life of about a week. So a week 

goes by after a disaster and now you are out of food. 

I believe that hunting and fishing is a natural primitive activity and 

instinct. If you turn off all of your primitive activities and instincts and 

live reliant on modern standards that is fine. However, you are always 

a week away from starving. 

Some of you might say “Well I have a huge store of freeze dried foods 

in my closet”, to which I say “Good Job! That is one of the smartest 

things you can do.”

However, that won’t last forever either. 

One of the things I love about Going Outside is that it reminds me of 

my roots, the basis of being human. To me, the basis of being human 

includes hunting and fishing. All of our ancestors mastered the craft, 

and that is how we get to eat burgers, salmon, and melons whenever 

we want. 

Our natural primitive activity and instinct also includes gardening, ag-

riculture, and gathering. So these skills are just as important. 

The key to survival is diverse knowledge of as many ways to keep your 

ass alive as possible.

If SHTF and you want to live off of pinon nuts, good for you my friend. 

You are stronger than I. I’m eating elk steaks and trout with pinon nuts 

on top.

Now that I have defended my point let’s talk about hunting and fish-

ing. For many of us, a fishing trip at the lake is one of our fondest 

memories. Stalking a Javelina through low prickly brush is not only a 

great way to exercise outside, it is an AMAZING EXPERIENCE!

If you choose to hunt please make sure that you take every safety pre-

caution possible! This includes taking a gun safety course. 

If you choose to fish, make sure you use legal baits, know the regula-

tions for where you are fishing, and don’t catch more than the limit.

“Huntin’, fishin’, and lovin’ every day / That’s the prayer that a 
country boy prays / Thank God He made me this way / Huntin’ 
and fishin’ and lovin’ every day” ~ Luke Bryan
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FITNESS
“The purpose of training is to tighten up the slack, toughen the 
body, and polish the spirit.” ~ Morihei Ueshiba

Exercise outdoors is better. There are scientific studies to prove it. 

Plus, you don’t have to share seats with the weird sweaty hairy backed 

dude at your gym who ALWAYS wears spaghetti strap tank tops – but 

I digress.

Studies have shown that working out around natural elements im-

proves body function. Studies have also shown that working out sur-

rounded by the color green actually makes workouts feel easier. Crazy 

stuff right!?

I am a certified ACE Personal Trainer with a Specialty in Functional 

Fitness, an Explorer, and a Survivalist. I always knew that exercise out-

doors was more fun, but not that it is actually better for you, easier, 

and that being outside makes you work harder.

Before I learned these facts I was already developing my fitness pro-

gram for The Wild West Survival Fitness Academy. I had already incor-

porated plenty of time outdoors into the program because I knew the 

outdoors was important to prepare people for disasters and survival 

situations. 

© Bear Gallagher Cole, Wild West Explorer
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Now I know just how important Going Outside is for your fitness! 

Therefore, going outside is a requirement and integral part of The Wild 

West Survival Fitness Academy. 

The program is extremely functional. I am developing a curriculum for 

my training program called “Becoming Primitive”. Becoming Primitive 

is a course designed to help you prepare a plan for short term disaster 

planning. For instance, you lose power to your home or business for 

an extended period of time. Have you prepared supplies? Have you 

prepared mentally? Well “Becoming Primitive” will make sure you are 

prepared. 

But there is another piece to the survival puzzle most people forget. 

Are you prepared physically? All disaster and emergency situations 

are very physically draining and challenging. You will need strength, 

endurance, flexibility, and balance to survive.

That is how The Wild West Survival Fitness Academy came about. Now 

I can help you prepare mentally, physically, a plan, and your supplies.

Check out some more information if you are interested.

• Becoming Primitive

• Survival Fitness Academy

Well rounded fitness is what it is all about. The strength to lift, throw, 

and carry heavy distances is important. Just as important however is 

the ability to gracefully control your own body weight. I believe you 

need the endurance to travel at distance, and the explosive strength 

to sprint if needed. Strength, Endurance, Flexibility, Endurance, Agil-

ity. These are the keys to well rounded fitness. 

With a specialty in Functional Fitness I am big on movement. I be-

lieve in the saying movement before muscle. You want long lasting 

functional fitness that will last into your old age, without ripping your 

body to shreds before you get there. 

https://wildwestexplorer.com/about/wild-west-survival-fitness-academy/
https://wildwestexplorer.com/about/wild-west-survival-fitness-academy/
https://wildwestexplorer.com/survival/becoming-primitive-means/
https://wildwestexplorer.com/survival/becoming-primitive-means/
https://wildwestexplorer.com/about/wild-west-survival-fitness-academy/
https://wildwestexplorer.com/survival/becoming-primitive-means/
https://wildwestexplorer.com/about/wild-west-survival-fitness-academy/
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ADVENTURE 
SPIRIT & 

WANDERLUST
“Explore. Dream. Discover.” ~ Mark Twain

Once you get comfortable outdoors your instincts will kick in. As a spe-

cies humans are driven to explore. The feeling of reaching the top of 

that next hill, or finding a secret cave is exhilarating. The outdoors is 

food for imagination and hope. 

Whether you are a spiritual or religious person or not, you will not be 

able to deny the feeling of wonder you get looking over a vast land-

scape or feeling the splashing mist of a beautiful waterfall on your 

face. Nature and the outdoors hold the essence of being alive. 

Going outdoors reminds our spirits that we are a small part of a much 

larger whole. I also hope that it will remind you the important respon-

sibility you hold for keeping our wild places wild. 

Take the time to go outside and explore, and you will unlock a huge 

piece of what it is to be human.

CLOSING
“May your trails be crooked, winding, lonesome, dangerous, 
leading to the most amazing view. May your mountains rise 
into and above the clouds.” ~ Edward Abbey

Going outdoors is vital to your mental and physical health. Your body 

was designed to interact with the elements and the earth. Sitting in-

doors keeps you away from so many amazing experiences and activi-

ties. 

Whether you are the scientific type or the spiritual type. Whether you 

are athletic or looking for some relaxation. Whether you seek adven-

ture or inner growth. Going outside will help you relieve stress, recon-

nect, and learn. 

Quit sitting on your butt and watching Netflix. Get up, grab your boots, 

and go Explore! 
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